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A
frican cultural environments have
never had the correct representa-
tion in the West.  Africa, as well as
its extensions, tend to be seen by

Western people as areas marked by atavism;
primitive and disorganized, erotic and lively,
even cruel and savage.  They are seen as differ-
ent in every way to the rational order the
Western culture supposedly founded and
rules. 

This rational order constituted a goal to
be accomplished in the Republic which was
installed in Cuba in 1902.  The leaders of the

1st Republic considered it a patriotic duty to
advance the country in order to enter in the
community of civilized nations.  Based on
these terms, it was a topic of official republi-
can-styled discussion, which maintained
some persuasive capacity, at least until the
decade of the 1920’s.  Cuba could in no case
be just another one of the Antilles.

The founding Cuban nationalism which
was reinforced by decades of segregating

wars that were active in the sphere of North
American influences was alert toward the
possibility of intervention. They maintained
a relatively tense attitude with respect to the
“factors”they believed could undermine from
within, the civil utopia during this period of
national formation.  The environment of the
Spanish migration; the North American set-
tlers; the foreign merchants; the laborers
imported from the “Lower Antilles”(the poor
classes related to criminal behavior); and in
no smaller measure, the subordinate ethnici-
ties were listed within this set of factors1.

Sustained by the dominant classes,
nationalism was reinforced as an exclusive
and vigilant practice. This produced an
imaginary construct of racism, as well as
authoritarian conducts similar to those of
the colonial era, which though being
affirmed, was hoped to be overcome in the
future. 

However, nationalism would accomplish
its distinctions.  Some publicists inverted the
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terms and attempted to find a good side to its
fatal flaws.  For example, being inside the
North American sphere of influence could
have its advantages in matters of the materi-
al culture and in the continuation of a suc-
cessful model.  Through fear, the threat of
intervention could lead the politician-com-
missioner networks to isolate the tendency
toward corruption as well as limit violent
revolts which could result from an electoral
triumph.  Even though the Spanish contin-
gents were presented by public personalities
such as the novelist Miguel de Carrion, as
being societies separated from the national
unraveling, these contingents were essential
because of their wealth and their presence in
commerce and services.  Their children had
the option of claiming Cuban citizenship

when they reached adulthood and it was to
be expected that they would re-integrate with
time.

The Afro-Cuban low classes constituted
another problem for white nationalism.
They were seen as having a propensity toward
vice and criminal behavior.  Before the strug-
gle against the Colored Independents, public
opinion about Afro-Cubans appeared to be
divided. The philosopher Enrique Jose
Varona belonged to a group of publicists
named “moralists” which defended the idea
that the differences between blacks and
whites were not biological, but cultural.
Racial cohabitation allowed “inferior races”
to evolve, and it made them equal to the
“superior races.” The difference could be
diminished however, through a process called

Havana, 1902
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acculturation.  The symbolic violence in this
case was considered to be a civic duty.  Jose
Montalvo, who introduced Cesar Lombroso’s
criminology in Cuba, founded a second trend
which doubted the success of this purpose.
The “physiologists”who followed his point of
view postulated the idea that racial cohabita-
tion was degenerating.  All of the racism of
the XIX century and the beginning of the
XX century was expressed in them, from the
philosopher Arthur Gobbineau to the psy-
chologist and sociologist Gustave LeBon2.

The ethnic barriers, which were unable
to be saved as a result of the solid prejudices
which sustained it, became deeper even after
the so called War of Races of 1912. This was
a violent reaction against the uprising of the
Colored Independents led by Evaristo
Estenoz and Pedro Ivonet which eventually
ended in an operation of ethnic cleansing
that presented itself as patriotic salvation.
This event constituted one of the most
important fractures of national formation: a
clear limit to the political association and
mobilization of an important sector of citi-
zenship marked by skin color.

The non-casual circumstance that the
Guerra de Razas (“War of Races”) occurred
at the beginning of the most thriving decade

of the 1st Republic prolonged the utopia of
the Antilles of “white civilization” for a
while.  As noted by the historian Ramiro
Guerra, who would one day be able to sit
down and negotiate with his equals of the
world.3 Meanwhile, before that time arrived
in Havana, the jewelry shined in the opera
nights; the clandestine opium smokers gave a
delicious decadent aroma to the Havana envi-
ronment; the high fashion stores were com-
monplace; magazines, such as Cuba
Contemporánea y Social, which sold an image
of a cultured and glamorous society, were
printed.  A Slave Trade of White Women was

even initiated with European prostitutes to
satisfy the whims of the noteworthy men who
were tired after their legislative tasks,
because a first class republic required the
availability of French whores.  Almost in the
same sense, the conservative legislator
Colonel Cosme de la Torriente proposed the
opening of an Immigration Consulate in
Paris in 1918 in order to secure white work-
ers and to block the entry of Jamaican and
Haitian temporary workers4. 

The white hope appeared to be attain-
able when the European War was declared in
1914 and the price of sugar soared.  The
Turkish city of Gallipoli was far enough in
distance from Havana: the roars of the strug-
gle became rumors that spread in the after-
noon streets of The Louvre.  And the number
of victims reported by the telegraph offices
on a daily basis barely surpassed a simple
diminished number.  The important numbers,
the only important ones at the time, were
those of the sugar prices in the world mar-
ket.  It reached as high as 454.4 million dol-
lars for a production of little more than four
million tons in 1919.

In the imaginary white island “blacks”
only served the purpose of eating mangos in
artist Guiral’s paintings and kidnap police
officer’s daughters in film maker Diaz
Quesada’s movies.  And even then, fear per-
sisted.  A quick review of the newspapers of
the time would show that any disturbance set
off by Afro-Cubans, (such as a clash between
police and a Carabali band in Santiago de
Cuba, or a gathering of ex Independents of
Color, later named “Amigos del Pueblo”
[Friends of the People] which ended in a
raid), would be quickly reproduced, labeled
“racist outburst”and treated with the great-
est sensationalism.  Likewise, events such as
the inauguration of the Athena Club
(9/21/1917) were taken by the newspaper La
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foremost Fernando Ortiz, these areas were
experimental camps as well as criminal vigi-
lance and prevention camps to obtain theo-
ries about the criminal man.  However, the
positive mutation of Ortiz (opening and flex-
ibility which give value to his latter work),
constituted a minimal change.  The multicul-
tural Republic remained even more inaccessi-
ble than the white nation’s utopia.

What’s interesting is how the racist prej-
udices were reproduced and how they were
adapted to the new ideological conditions.
The groups of writers and artists who
imposed themselves as leaders of the 1920’s,
outlined the attack of the oligarchic order’s
moral values.  It should’ve been a period of
intense cultural changes. Intellectual
alliances substituted the isolation and aca-
demicism that were predominant in previous
decades.  The bohemian mindset penetrated
the institutional and publication spheres,
thereby initiating the rupture with old forms
of cultural production.

In this aspect, the process wasn’t differ-
ent than that of the rest of Europe and Latin
America.  But there is a difference which
immediately comes to light.  One of the most
interesting processes of the history of
European vanguard aesthetic movements was
its proximity to African art and literature.
The new paradigm took on “the black” as
resource for renovation and scandal.  This
processing of “the black”could have been ini-
tiated in the calling of Tristan Tzara’s Dada
insurrection (1916), and could have ended
with Blaise Cendrars’ Anthologie nêgre, in
19476.  During the same period of time, Afro
things were kept as a basic and denied part of
national Cuban culture.  The “black world”in
Cuba was near but invisible, whereas Europe
appreciated it from a distance and in differ-
ent ways.

In 1927, the Havana printing company
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Discusión (The Discussion) as the fulfilment
of a “desire to improve” by a part of an
“evolved sector of the colored classes.”

Things as they were, the day of negoti-
ating with the concert of civilized nations
arrived with the peace of 1919.  And it was a
disaster.  In Versailles, the lawyer Sánchez de
Bustamante demanded securities for the sale
of sugar production and returned to Havana
empty-handed5.   The Dance of the Millions
was left without music in 1920 and a civil
society formed by middle and professional
classes which had grown with the exporta-
tion boom, began to seek alternatives.  The
intellectuals ended up abandoning the title of
ruling elite and assumed more concrete obli-
gations with the society.  The nationalist
scheme went into crisis and the civil society
faced the political world, which was judged
as corrupt especially since 1923.  The idea
was that things could not go well if the citi-
zens did not accept their role of active super-
visors of the country’s administration.  And
no citizen of the State could be excluded,
regardless of his color, because it was precise-
ly about broadening the political bound-
aries.

Some change in sensitivity can be
observed in writers during this time, such as
the ethnologist Fernando Ortiz, whose
curiosity was geared toward a restoring com-
mon sense.  The notion of a national identity
was projected as broader and more numerous
and the idea of folklore itself was revised
and documented in publications such as the
Folklore Archives.  The sunken and silenced
Afro-Cuban world, which until then repre-
sented a bad area dominated by the under-
world, began to be of interest to elite insti-
tutions such as the Sociedad Económica de
Amigos del País (Friends of the Country’s
Economic Society).  To criminologists such as
Matías Duque, Israel Castellanos and the
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Minerva published The Biology of
Democracy, an essay penned by the essayist
Alberto Lamar Schweyer.  “The Biology”was
a book made to update the old prejudices
against inter-ethnic cohabitation.  Its central
theme is the racial determination of political
practices.  A convincing and sustainable
democracy in an environment marked by dif-
ferent races was unthinkable for Lamar
Schweyer.  Likewise, he stated that a context
of “atavistic” individuals, heirs to the sur-
vival struggle of their primitive ancestors,
could not be constituted into modern citizen-
ship.  He maintained that the modern mani-
festations of the survival struggle in Latin
America were manifested in the regional
leadership and the accompanying political
instability.  In his opinion, the republics per-
petuated the atavisms of the colonial soci-
eties.

The solution to the political and social
underdevelopment was supposed to count on
those elements.  From among all of the lead-
ers, there should have been one who would
take care of the concerns that were of
national risk.  An inflexible but conscientious
character who Lamar modeled as the “neces-
sary gendarme” (or necessary vigilant) was
invented by the Venezuelan Laureano
Vallenilla Lanz.  But Lamar Schweyer was
worried about the issue of arbitrariness.  His
political engineering rescued the notion of
the intellectual elite, well known by the cir-
cles in which he moved, and he established
that the enforcing powers could remain
under control by reducing the electoral cen-
sus until making it coincide with this elite
group.  The intellectuals would represent the
state justice and the president would only be
the executive branch.  The dictator would
only be the guardian of an intellectual breed.
In his perception, a neo-aristocracy would
acquire the rights of monitoring the politi-

cal system.
The Biology of Democracy is a mediocre

book, full of racial prejudices, abrupt rea-
soning, inconsequence, arrogance and igno-
rance.  It is a cocktail of influences that was
culturally indigested and poorly conceived by
its author.  I would like to analyze its most
interesting phase, the book’s launching,
which would reveal interesting details about
the culture of the intellectual elites. But I
will only point out that all of its critics
(except for one, sociologist Roberto
Agramonte), attacked the political message
of the book (the construction of a dictator-
ship), eluding Biology’s profound racial con-
tent.  One explanation of this strategy of the
criticism is that Lamar Schweyer was propos-
ing something that president Gerardo
Machado intended to put to practice with the
moratorium of powers, cooperation and the
fear of State.  But another explanation
explores the idea that racism impregnated the
emerging bohemian culture, sometimes sub-
tly and other times openly7.  And it’s grievous
that his critics did not comment on this
aspect.

As reported by a commission of experts,
this movement toward radicalization ended
with the Revolution of 1933: a blow against
the arbitration and corruption of patriots
who became aristocrats as well as a blow
against Washington’s interference with inter-
nal Cuban issues8.  A manifestation of the
republican nationalism’s maturity did not
translate into a bettering of the inter-ethnic
circles.  During the revolution, chronicler
Gonzalo de Quesada y Miranda recorded
secret society ABC (whose ideologists were
Jorge Mañach and Francisco Ichaso). They
had broadcasted a message which urged: “If
you have left over food, give it to a dog, but
don’t give it to a black person!” ABC decreed
this attack of the Afro-Cuban population
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based on their belief that this sector
remained loyal to Machado.  The issue was,
Quesada y Miranda explains, that the Afro-
Cuban aspirations were not clearly represent-
ed in the goals of the revolutionary groups9.

Either way, the cultural radicalization
of the second half of the 1920’s advanced
the change in sensitivity which had previous-
ly been pointed out in intellectual discourse.
Revista de Avance (Advancement Magazine)
became interested in “black art”;  Nicolás
Guillén’s poetry began to circulate and Alejo
Carpentier wrote Écue-Yamba-Ó10. On its
end, anthropology stopped looking into
degenerates and criminal elements in the sub-

urbs.  For the first time the understanding
between Afro-Cuban cultures would become
a possible means of overcoming the social
fracture bequeathed by slavery and of restor-
ing the idea of citizenship.

These variations did not suspend Cuban
racism, but they signified a change in the
environment regarding the above which
could be called healthy.  In the future, the old
and established racial utopia would have to
be reformulated in more complex and subtle
terms by the cultural discourse opposed to
equality.
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